A hot new trend in the investing communit y concerns water exchange-traded funds (water ETFs). According to a Bloomberg report by Eric Balchunas [2014] , water ETFs do not track the price of water nor do they invest in water utility companies. These funds basically invest in companies that are involved in the business of conserving, purifying, and treating water and companies that develop equipment and new technologies for the water industry. Even though the type of stocks owned in such ETFs represent a very small proportion of the overall holdings in the social investment industry, water ETFs are usually promoted as socially responsible investments.
1 Therefore, a study of water ETF products should be of particular interest to social investors.
Socially responsible investing (SRI) is a growing trend among private and institutional investors, practitioners, academics, and researchers. The term implies that investors who invest in respective financial products aim to not only maximize profits for a given level of risk, but they also consider the environmental, social, and ethical aspects of their investment choices, with the latter possibly being more important than profit maximization.
In practice, socially concerned investors choose to invest in individual companies or groups of companies either directly or through obtaining shares of a relevant manageable portfolio such as a socially responsible mutual fund. These types of mutual funds carry significant profit prospects, but also seek to make a positive social contribution or leave a positive social, environmental, or ecological footprint.
A social and environmental/ecological footprint is measured via qualitative and quantitative systems that evaluate and quantify the positive contributions as well as negative effects on ecological sustainability caused by human and organizational activity. For instance, an environmental/ecological footprint may measure the impact of a population's use on the quantity and quality of natural resources, whereas a social footprint may measure an organization's contribution to human capital development through opportunities for jobs, training, and personal development.
According to research conducted by Deutsche Bank [2010] , a wide spectrum of responsible investment products currently exists. One group of products relates to sustainable or socially responsible savings accounts, savings certificates, and time deposits in which money is usually channeled into environmentally or socially compatible projects or is used to finance objectives and projects based on sustainability criteria. In addition to investments in equities, investment funds, unit trusts, certificates, and sprIng 2016 fixed-income securities on the basis of sustainability or social criteria, life insurance policies or personal pension plans can be developed that take environmental, social, and governance (ESG) principles into account.
The greater part of assets allocated in sustainable investments f lows into funds that provide stronger weightings to individual ESG aspects depending on the type of fund. In this respect, there are sustainability funds that generally refer to investment products with social and environmental aspects as well as monetary criteria in investment decision making. Eco-friendly funds, also called environmental, ecology, or eco-efficiency funds, are investments in companies whose core concerns and missions lie in the field of environmental protection or which stand out for their environment-friendly activity or eco-efficiency. Another type includes ethical funds, which focus on ethically and morally sound investment instruments while ignoring environmental aspects. Finally, there are the ethical-ecological funds, whose investment strategy considers economic aspects along with social and ethical principles and environmental standards.
The motives of investors who apply SRI practices may vary.
2 Specific investors such as churches and universities may apply ethical, moral, or social criteria when choosing their investments. Insurance companies or pension funds frequently pursue a responsible investment strategy that matches their longer-term investment horizon and carries less reputational, environmental, and social risks. Finally, statutory and legislative requirements may drive investors to socially responsible choices. For instance, legislation introduced in the United Kingdom in 2000 requires pension funds to report on the application of sustainability criteria in their investments.
When it comes to the performance of socially responsible investments, a widely accepted doctrine states that investors who want to be socially responsible must pay a price for doing so because such investments underperform other, more conventional investments. In this respect, the findings of the literature are quite mixed. A brief review of the literature with respect to the performance of socially responsible investments follows in the next section.
This article focuses on the four water ETFs that are listed and traded on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). The f irst water ETF was launched in December 2005. Motivation for investing in the water industry mainly relates to the scarcity of water resulting from climate change, which has resulted in a worrying decrease in annual rainfall rates as well as the overconsumption of water worldwide owing to the dramatic increase in global population and rapid urbanization in growing countries in Asia and Latin America. Water ETFs serve as a venue for investors who want to invest in this resource as no futures contracts are currently available for investing in water. In addition, water is subject to strict regulation and, because of its scarcity, may be subject to future use and price controls.
We investigate the returns of the four water ETFs vis-à-vis the performance of various benchmarks to determine whether these funds can offer investors returns in excess of those offered by the average equity investment represented by the S&P 500 Index or the Fama and French market portfolio. We assess performance by applying a set of single-and multi-factor regression models. We also compare the risk-adjusted return of water ETFs to that of benchmarks by calculating the Sharpe and Treynor ratios.
The core inference drawn from our analysis is that three out of the four water ETFs examined fail to provide any above-market return. More specifically, the majority of the models show that the alphas of these three funds are either indistinguishable from zero-that is, the ETFs perform similarly to benchmarks-or significantly negative. We do, however, obtain some weak evidence that one fund can produce a slightly positive and statistically significant alpha. Given that the significantly negative alphas are, in absolute terms, considerably lower than the average fee charged by the funds, we may conclude that the performance of water ETFs is overall ordinary and can be considered satisfactory by a socially responsible investor who seeks competitive rather than above-average returns.
Furthermore, our analysis reveals that the factors that can be priced in determining the water ETFs' performance are the Fama and French [1993] factors for size and book value as well as the Carhart [1997] momentum factor. The first two factors have a positive correlation with the performance of water ETFs, whereas the momentum factor exerts an opposite inf luence. The intraday volatility of ETFs is also found to affect performance in a negative fashion. The last factor that can be priced is the one-day lagged return of ETFs. In this respect, the applied model provides mixed results; that is, in some cases a positive relationship exists between current and lagged returns, whereas in other cases the opposite trend is shown.
Spring 2016 The remainder of this article is structured as follows. The next section provides a brief literature review on socially responsible investments. The following section develops the methodology used in our empirical investigation. The fourth section describes the data used in this study and provides the descriptive statistics of the sample's returns. We then present the empirical findings of our research, and the final section offers our conclusions.
LITERATURE REVIEW
In the first trend in the literature, several studies revealed a neutrality in returns between conventional and socially responsible investments. In regards to neutrality, Cortez, Silva, and Areal [2009] demonstrated that the majority of European socially responsible funds perform similarly to conventional benchmarks. Mallet and Michelson [2010] compared the performance of green funds to the return of SRI funds and conventional index funds and found that the green funds provided similar returns to SRI funds. The authors thus concluded that green and SRI funds are more or less the same thing. Blanchett [2010] examined a sample of 134 actively managed funds and 12 ETFs, which revealed some marginal return differences from their non-SRI peers. These findings, however, were insignificant from both a statistical and economic perspective. Collison et al. [2008] investigated the return of the FTSE4Good indexes, which are composed of socially responsible companies located in different geographical areas, during the period from 1996 to 2005. The authors found that investors who invested in a portfolio of companies that met the FTSE4Good's corporate social responsibility criteria performed in line with their peers who did not follow socially responsible strategies. This neutrality in returns was also demonstrated in a study by Schroder [2003] , who used data from SRI funds in Germany, Switzerland, and the United States. In the same spirit, Amenc and Le Sourd [2008] showed that SRI funds in France did not present significant performance differences from their benchmarks.
Other studies examining various types of socially responsible and ethical investments in several countries and locations (e.g., Bello [2005] ; Kreander et al. [2005] ; Anderson and Myers [2007] ; Bauer, Derwall, and Otten. [2007] ; Albaity and Ahmad [2008] ; Girard and Hassan [2008]; and Hassan, Khan, and Ngow [2010] ) confirmed that investors who apply social or ethical criteria in asset allocation were not awarded any significant excess returns compared to the market return but that they were not punished with a significant underperformance either.
The second trend in the relevant financial literature suggested that SRIs can provide above-market returns. Several empirical studies supported this conclusion. Gil-Bazo, Ruiz-Verdú, and Santos [2010] analyzed the performance of SRI funds before and after fees, taking into consideration the contribution fund management companies made to performance, and found that during the period 1997-2005, the U.S. SRI funds had better before-and after-fee performance than conventional funds with similar characteristics. The differences in returns were mainly attributed to the contributions made by the management companies that specialized in SRIs, whereas SRI funds run by non-specialized companies underperformed their matched conventional funds. Consolandi et al. [2009] analyzed the performance of the Dow Jones Sustainability Stoxx Index (DJSSI) over the period [2001] [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] compared with the Surrogate Complementary Index (SCI), which includes only the components of the DJ Stoxx 600 not belonging to the ethical index, and found that the DJSSI outperformed the benchmark index. Fernandez-Izquierdo and Matallin-Saez [2008] compared the financial performance of ethical investment funds to that of other funds in the Spanish retail market and found that the performance of SRI funds was superior or similar to that achieved by the rest of the conventional funds. Lyn and Zychowicz [2010] used data on 36 faith-based mutual funds to examine their performance over three separate five-year periods from May 2001 to February 2008 and found evidence that faith-based funds mostly outperformed the market. Zhang [2014] examined the Chinese SRI-fund market and found specific SRI funds that provided significant and robust positive alphas. Finally, Areal, Cortez, and Silva [2010] and Nofsinger and Varma [2012] showed that SRI funds outperform their conventional counterparts during periods of market crises but such outperformance vanishes after the crisis. Other studies that have provided evidence on the positive outperformance of SRI funds versus conventional benchmarks or nonconventional mutual funds are those by Derwell and Koedijk [2009] Along with the studies that show neutrality or an outperformance of SRIs compared with more conventional investments, an extended body of studies shows that investors choosing socially responsible investments end up being punished for their choices as they receive lower returns than the returns they could have achieved by allocating their assets according to their risk-reward criterion exclusively, without taking any social or ethical elements into consideration in their investment decision making. In other words, there is a premium to be paid for being socially responsible, which is ref lected in the lower returns achieved by SRIs compared to the returns of their conventional counterparts. Cortez, Silva, and Areal [2009] found evidence of underperformance in the case of U.S. and Austrian socially responsible funds. Jones et al. [2008] investigated the performance of 89 ethical funds in Australia over the period from 1986 to 2005 and found that such funds significantly underperformed in the Australian market, particularly in the five years from 2000 to 2005. Renneboog, Ter Horst, and Zhang [2008] examined whether investors pay a price for investing in SRI funds or obtain superior returns by using the data of all SRI funds worldwide and found that SRI funds in the United States, the United Kingdom, and many other continental European and Asia-Pacific countries significantly underperformed compared with their local benchmarks. With exception of some countries (i.e., France, Japan, and Sweden), however, the risk-adjusted returns of SRI funds did not statistically differ from conventional funds' performance. Adler and Kritzman [2008] measured the cost of SRI by designing and executing a Monte Carlo simulation to compare the performance of a skillful investor in an unrestricted investment universe with the performance of the same investor in a restricted investment universe. They found that the cost of SRI was substantial for a variety of skill levels and investment universes. In addition, the cost increased with investor skill, the number of securities in the portfolio, the crosssectional dispersion of the universe, and the fraction of the universe that was restricted.
It should also be noted that the majority of the aforementioned studies were conducted using data from the traditional open-ended mutual funds industry. With regard to ETFs specifically, two studies were performed that involved the performance of socially responsible ETFs. The first, conducted by Sabbaghi [2011] , examined the performance of green ETFs against the performance of the S&P 500 Index before and after the 2008 financial collapse. The author reported that before the crisis, the ETFs outperformed the S&P 500 Index; after the financial collapse, the ETFs underperformed the index. The second study, by Marozva [2014] , using data on ETFs from the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, provided evidence of ETFs' outperformance over their benchmark during the period of economic decline. On a risk-adjusted return basis, ETFs outperformed the benchmark both before and during the economic crisis.
METHODOLOGY Performance Evaluation
We used five alternative regression models to assess whether water ETFs can beat the market and provide investors with above-average returns.
Single-factor CAPM. The single-factor capital asset pricing model (CAPM) is shown in Equation (1):
where R pi denotes the daily return of ETF i, R m represents the return of the market portfolio, R f is the daily risk-free rate found on Kenneth French's website, and ε pi is the residual return of ETFs not explained by the model. This model was applied using three alternative benchmarks successively to serve as the market portfolio. First, the published benchmark of each ETF is used to evaluate whether ETFs track the return of their written benchmarks efficiently and whether they could provide any excess return relative to the benchmark's performance. We then used the S&P 500 Index as a proxy for the market portfolio. The coefficient a pi was used to determine the excess return of the ETF i and to measure the stock selection ability of ETF managers. However, we note that the ETFs under examination were passively managed, meaning that managers' ability to apply selection techniques was limited. If the market is efficient and the portfolio of ETF i is properly priced, however, the expected alpha should not be different from zero. Positive and significant alphas indicate that the ETF manager could add some value through the restricted opportunities for declining from the synthesis of the selected index portfolio, whereas negative and significant alphas indicate that the ETFs actually underperform the market. A source of underperformance may be expenses charged by the fund, which usually erode the performance of ETFs compared with the market index returns, which are free of expenses. In the context of active management, a negative alpha indicates that the ETF manager fails to adequately diversify the portfolio or picks overpriced stocks. The applicability of the latter conclusion, however, may be very weak given the passive nature of the ETFs under examination.
The coefficient b pi measures the part of ETF's i statistical variance that could not be mitigated by the diversification provided by the ETF portfolio because of correlation with the return of the other stocks in the portfolio. Beta stands for the systematic risk of ETF i and evaluates the degree of its sensitivity to the movements of benchmark. Beta can also be considered a measure of the replication degree of ETFs versus their benchmarks. In particular, when we consider the results of Equation (1) obtained through the use each ETF tracking index as the market portfolio, a beta estimate that does not differ from unity in statistical terms will indicate that the respective ETF adopts a full replication strategy by which it invests in all the components of the underlying benchmark at the same weights. A beta that differs from unity will reveal a departure from the full replication in regards to ETFs.
Cubic CAPM. The second model used in this study is the so-called fourth-moment or cubic CAPM found in Racicot, Theoret, and Gregoriou's [2014] study. The cubic CAPM was developed by several researchers (e.g., Rubinstein [1973] ; Harvey and Siddique [2000]; and Dittmar [2002] ) to address empirical problems in performance evaluation caused by possible skewness and kurtosis in the time series of returns, which might decline from the normal distribution. 4 The cubic CAPM is presented in Equation (2):
where R pi , R m , R f , a pi , b pi , and ε pi are defined as previously. The g 1,pi coefficient is the exposure or loading of the ETF portfolio to co-asymmetry, and the g 2,pi is the exposition to co-kurtosis. Similar to Equation (1), we apply Equation (2) Fama and French [1993] , to which the Carhart [1997] momentum factor has been added:
where R pi , R m , R f , a pi , b 1,pi , and ε pi are defined as previously. SMB (small [market capitalization] minus big) and HML (high [book-to-price ratio] minus low) both measure the historic excess returns of small caps over big caps and of value stocks over growth stocks. b 2,pi is the coefficient loading for the average return of portfolios with small equity class over portfolios of big equity class. b 3,pi is the coefficient loading for the average returns of portfolios with high book-to-market equity class over those with low book-to-market equity class. b 4,pi is the loading of the average return of a portfolio constructed as the average of the returns on two (big and small) high prior-return portfolios minus the average of the returns on two low prior-return portfolios. The market is successively represented by the underlying benchmark of ETFs, the S&P 500 Index, and the Fama and French market portfolio. Intuitively, one would expect a portfolio of big stocks to have a negative b 2,pi coefficient, a portfolio of value stocks to have a positive b 3,pi coefficient, and so on. The SMB, HML and the UMD (monthly premium on winners minus losers) variables are all available on Kenneth French's website.
In the Fama and French [1993] model, the size effect implies that firms with small market capitalization sprIng 2016 exhibit returns that, on average, are significantly superior to those of large firms. Hypothetical explanations for the size effect have suggested that small firms stocks are more illiquid and trading in them generates greater transaction costs. In addition, as less information is available on small firms, the cost of monitoring a portfolio of small stocks will therefore generally be greater than that of a portfolio of large firms. Moreover, given that small shares trade less frequently, their betas might be less reliable.
The book-to-market equity effect shows that average returns are greater for stocks having higher book value to market value ratio than their competitors and vice versa. As high book value firms are underpriced by the market, they are good targets to buy and hold because their prices will rise later. This anomaly undermines the semi-strong form efficiency of the stock market. These two variables explain average return differences across portfolios that cannot be accounted for by beta.
On the other hand, the existence of momentum in the prices of assets is a market anomaly that has not been explained sufficiently by finance theory. The difficulty in explaining the momentum anomaly is that, as the theory of efficient financial markets suggests, an increase in the prices of assets should not be indicative of a further increase in future prices. Possible explanations for the existence of the momentum anomaly lies with the behavioral aspects and attributes of investors: Investors are assumed to be irrational and, as such, underreact to the release of new information, failing to incorporate new information in the prices of their transactions.
Cubic augmented Fama and French model. The fourth model used in this article is the cubic augmented Fama and French model, which is a combination of the cubic CAPM represented by Equation (2) and the augmented Fama and French model in Equation (3) of the previous section. In addition, the square and cubic of the Fama and French SMB factor is incorporated into the model:
where
, g 2,pi and ε pi are defined as previously. g 3,pi and g 4,pi take into account the co-skewness and co-kurtosis related to the premium of the SMB factor. Similar to the previous models, the market portfolio is successively represented by the benchmark of ETFs, the S&P 500 Index, and the Fama and French market index. It should be noted that Equation (4) was found in Racicot, Theoret, and Gregoriou's [2014] work. These authors suggested that the traditional augmented Fama and French model can be further augmented by adding the square and cubic of the excess market return as well as the square and the cubic of the SMB factor to check for specification errors in the model that might cause incorrect alpha estimates. Based on this reasoning, we use Equation (4) to test the robustness of the results obtained via previous Equations (1), (2), and (3).
Six-factor model. The last model we used to examine whether water ETFs can offer investors above-market returns is an alternative extension of the augmented Fama and French model shown in Equation (3). In particular, in this version of the Fama and French model, the daily excess return of water ETFs is regressed on the excess market return, the SMB factor, the HML factor, the momentum factor (UMD), the intraday volatility of ETFs, and the one-lagged ETF excess return. The six-factor model used is the following:
,pi , and ε pi are defined as previously. The intraday volatility (IntVol) is calculated as the fraction of the daily highest trading price minus the daily lowest trading price to the closing trading price at the end of the day. As in the previous models, the benchmark of ETFs, the S&P 500 Index, and the Fama and French market portfolio are successively used as a proxy for the U.S. stock market. Based on several findings of the literature (e.g., Ang et al. [2009] ), stocks with recent past high idiosyncratic volatility often have low future average returns around the world. Strong co-variation exists in the low returns to high-idiosyncratic-volatility stocks across countries, which may imply that intraday volatility can also affect the return of ETFs in a negative fashion. Therefore, the b 5,pi coefficient of Equation (5) is expected to be negative.
Spring 2016 The lagged return of ETFs is included in the model to check for any daily persistence trend in performance of water ETFs. A positive and statistically significant b 6,pi,t-1 would be indicative of such a persistence in the ETFs' return. A negative estimate, however, would indicate a mean-reverting trend in the ETFs' performance. Overall, the sign of this coefficient cannot be predicted ex ante and is a matter of empirical determination.
Risk-Adjusted Returns
In this section, we calculate the risk-adjusted returns of water ETFs and indexes used as the market portfolio, namely the benchmark of each individual ETF, the S&P 500 Index, and the Fama and French market index. Two alternative types of risk-adjusted returns are calculated. The first is the Sharpe ratio, which is computed via Equation (6):
where R pi denotes the average daily excess return of ETF i or the market portfolio. R f is the average daily risk-free rate. σ pi is the standard deviation of ETF i or the market portfolio's excess return. The Sharpe ratio is estimated by the division of excess return by risk and is used to define how well the return of a fund or an ETF compensates the investor who chooses it for the per unit risk taken. The higher the Sharpe ratio, the better is the performance of the fund or benchmark. The second method used is the Treynor ratio, which measures returns earned in excess of that which could have been earned on a riskless investment per each unit of market risk:
where R pi and R f are defined as previously, and b pi is the systematic risk of ETF or index. The beta of the market portfolio is by definition equal to the unity. On the other hand, given that we used three alternative indexes as the market portfolio, we computed three Treynor ratios for each ETF based on the betas obtained from the three market indexes. In addition, we computed the Treynor ratios of water ETFs using the betas derived from each performance regression model described in the previous sections. In practice, 15 Treynor ratios were calculated for each ETF. Similar to the Sharpe ratio, the higher the Treynor ratio, the better the ETF or benchmark performance.
DATA AND DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
The sample of this study includes the four water ETFs listed on the NYSE. The first ETF is the PowerShares Water Resources Portfolio (PHO), which was the first in this category to be launched. As shown in Exhibit 1, the PHO started trading on December 6, 2005. This ETF is managed by Invesco and based on the NASDAQ OMX U.S. Water Index. According to information provided by Invesco, through investing in the components of the underlying index, this ETF was designed to invest at least 90% of its assets in the common stocks and American depositary receipts (ADRs) of U.S. exchange-listed companies in the water industry that create products designed to conserve and purify water for homes, businesses, and industries. By February 2015, PHO assets were invested in machinery companies at the rate of 49.42%, water utilities at 15.73%; industrial conglomerates at 8.50%; life sciences tools and services at 8.41%; electronic equipment, instruments, and components at 4.90%; and construction and engineering at 4.82%. The remaining 8.22% of assets is invested in chemical companies, commercial and supplies companies, and electrical equipment manufacturers. Furthermore, Exhibit 1 reports a PHO management fee of 0.61%. In addition, the PHO is the category leader, with assets approximating $863 million as of January 28, 2015. Its intraday volatility is 1.417%, it trades at a slight average discount to its net asset value (NAV) of -0.052%, and the average daily trade volume is about equal to 147,000 shares. Finally, the available data for this ETF spans from July 28, 2011 to January 31, 2014.
The second ETF in the sample is the S&P Global Water Index ETF (CGW), which was launched on May 14, 2007. This fund is managed by Guggenheim and seeks returns, before fees and expenses, in line with those of the S&P Global Water Index returns. The fund invests at least 90% of its assets in common stock and ADRs of companies included in the underlying index. The companies included in the index portfolio are classified by S&P's Global Industry Classifications as being associated with the global demand for water, including sprIng 2016 utilities, infrastructure, equipment, instruments, and materials. By February 2015, CGW assets were invested in industrial companies at a rate of 51.72%, utilities at 39.60%, information technology at 3.76%, consumer discretionary at 2.46%, materials at 2.43%, and consumer staples at 0.05%. Moreover, the CGW management fee is 0.65%, its assets amount to $334 million, its intraday volatility is equal to 1.756%, it trades at a slight average premium to its NAV of 0.044%, and the average daily trade volume is about equal to 70,000 shares. Finally, the available data for this ETF ranges from May 15, 2007 to January 31, 2014.
The third ETF investigated is the PowerShares Global Water Portfolio (PIO), which is managed by Invesco and began trading on June 13, 2007. The PIO seeks to replicate the NASDAQ OMX Global Water Index by investing at least 90% of its assets in companies, listed on a global exchange, that create products designed to conserve and purify water for homes, businesses, and industries. By February 2015, the PIO had invested 55.08% of its assets in industrial companies, 36.33% in utilities, 4.22% in healthcare, 3.23% in information technology, and 1.14% in materials. Furthermore, the PIO has a management fee of 0.82%, making it the most expensive fund in its category, with assets that amount to $264 million, an intraday volatility of 1.12%, an average daily discount to NAV of -0.155%, and an average daily volume of 46,500 shares. Finally, the available data for this ETF spans from July 28, 2011 to January 31, 2014.
The fourth and last ETF examined is the ISE Water Index Fund (FIW), which tracks the ISE Water Index. The ISE Water Index is a market capitalizationweighted index composed of exchange-listed companies that derive a substantial portion of their revenues from the potable and wastewater industry. The FIW ETF was listed on NYSE on May 8, 2007, and it is managed by First Trust. By February 2015, the assets of FIW were invested in several companies, such as Pentair Plc, Badger Meter, Rexnord Corporation, California Water Service Group, and American Water Works Company. The portion of assets invested in each company does not exceed 5% of its total assets. Exhibit 1 presents a management fee for FIW of 0.60%, and the assets held by this fund at the end of January 2015 amounted to $186 million. The FIW's average intraday volatility is equal to 1.676%. In addition, the FIW presents a nil average divergence between its NAV and trading prices, whereas the average volume of this ETF approximates 23,400 shares per day. Finally, the available data for this ETF ranges from May 15, 2007 to January 31, 2014 .
Exhibit 2 provides the descriptive statistics of returns for the water ETFs examined and the selected e x h i b i t 1
ETF Profiles

Notes: This exhibit presents the profiles of water ETFs and includes the following information: ticker, name, benchmark, inception date, examination period, management fee, assets under management as of January 28, 2015, intraday volatility of ETFs (calculated as the fraction of the daily highest trading price minus the daily lowest trading price to the closing trading price at the end of the day), the average difference between the trading prices, the NAV of each ETF labeled as premium (a negative estimation indicates that the relevant ETF trades at a discount to its NAV), and the average daily volume.
market indexes. The descriptive statistics reported are the average and median return, the standard deviation of returns (which stands for the risk relating to the investment in the particular funds), the extreme scores (i.e., the minimum and maximum returns), and the coefficients for skewness and kurtosis.
The descriptive statistics in Exhibit 2 are presented for both the NAVs of ETFs and their closing trade prices. The two sets of data are used to detect whether any material differences between them exist that should be taken into account by investors in water ETFs. Given that the NAV represents what is actually obtained by investors whereas the trading prices are usually more easily available to investors than NAVs, investment decisions solely based on trading prices might be unwise.
The average NAV return of the ETFs is 0.031%, which is lower than the respective returns of the market indexes used for comparative purposes. From the individual ETFs, only the FIW shows a better average NAV return than that of the indexes. Based on the calculations of raw returns, we can infer that three out of the four water ETFs underperformed their own benchmarks as e x h i b i t 2 well as the other market indexes considered. We would draw the same inference if we used the returns computed in closing trade price terms. On the other hand, if we consider the median returns, Exhibit 2 provides some evidence of the ETFs' outperformance over the S&P 500 Index in three out of four cases. Only the PHO still underperforms this index when the median returns are assessed.
Descriptive Statistics
When it comes to risk, although the ETFs present similar standard deviations with their own benchmarks when the NAV returns are examined, they are more volatile than their underlying indexes in closing trade price terms. Regardless, the ETFs are clearly more risky than the S&P Index and the Fama and French market index on average terms. The estimates of risk are quite high. The high risk associated with investing in water ETFs is verified by the extreme return scores. Both the average minimum and maximum returns are high (more than 8.5% for ETFs in absolute terms) indicating that investing in these ETFs is not a smooth walk but instead entails substantial investor risk.
Finally, the skewness issue does not seem to exist in the return distributions of ETFs and the indexes of the sample, although returns are leptokurtic for both the ETFs and indexes, with ETF returns being more leptokurtic than the return distributions of their own benchmarks but less so than the S&P 500 Index and Fama and French market portfolio.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
Performance Evaluation Results
In this section, we break down the findings of the empirical analysis we performed on the ability of water ETFs to perform better than the broad equity market represented by the benchmark of ETFs, the S&P 500 Index, and the Fama and French market index. We considered the excess returns of ETFs in terms of alpha and in terms of risk-adjusted return terms estimated via the Sharpe and the Treynor ratios in this empirical analysis.
Single-factor CAPM. The results of the singlefactor CAPM Equation (1) are presented in Exhibit 3. The exhibit reports the alphas, which stand for the excess returns delivered by ETFs; the beta coefficient of each ETF; the t-tests on the statistical significance of estimates; and the R-squares on the explanatory power of the applied model. The exhibit has two panels: Panel A shows the results obtained with the use of NAVs in the calculation of ETF returns, and Panel B shows the results obtained with the ETF returns calculated in closing trade prices terms. The exhibit also presents the results of Equation (1) for the three alternative indexes used as a proxy for the market portfolio.
On the question of whether water ETFs can beat the markets, the results show that overall they cannot. In particular, in the case of the first version of Equation (1) in which the ETFs' excess return is regressed against the excess return of their tracking index, the average NAV alpha is equal to -0.005. Moreover, three out of four alphas are negative, and two are statistically significant at 10% or better. The fourth is essentially indistinguishable from zero. On the other hand, all alphas estimated in trade price terms are essentially equal to zero. The fact that the water ETFs do not outperform their own benchmark comes as no surprise given their passive nature, which entails that they try to replicate their underlying markets rather than beat them.
The alphas estimated with the usage of the other market indexes are more or less equal to the alphas previously described. For instance, in the case of the S&P 500 Index being used as the benchmark, the average NAV alpha estimate is equal to -0.004. Similar to the previous case, three out of four alpha coefficients are negative and only one is positive. Nevertheless, the statistical significance of these alphas is very limited (i.e., only one negative alpha is significant at 10%) and therefore we may conclude that the water ETFs under examination cannot offer the average equity investor higher returns than the market returns. The same behavior is displayed by the alphas estimated against the S&P 500 Index when the returns of ETFs are computed in trade price terms. The alphas estimated against the Fama and French market portfolio are in line with the alphas obtained with the other two market benchmarks.
Overall, although the analysis of alphas shows that water ETFs do not outperform the benchmarks, alphas are, in absolute terms, considerably lower than the average fee charged by the funds. Given that most mutual funds earn negative alpha over time, the actual zero alphas of water ETFs put them in the second performance quintile.
5 Based on this element, we may conclude that the performance of water ETFs is overall normal and can be considered satisfactory by a socially responsible investor who seeks competitive rather than above-average returns.
The previous results can be considered supportive of the market's efficiency. This means that passively managed ETFs that are focused on replicating their benchmarks by applying suitable replication techniques essentially offer no chance of above-average returns. Moreover, the fact that running performance regression in Equation (1) with the use of three alternative market benchmarks provides similar results is indicative of the high degree of correlation in the markets represented by the three indexes. Based on this assertion, although the average equity investor may use water ETFs for portfolio diversification purposes, the benefits in terms of excess returns over the market will probably be very limited.
When it comes to systematic risk, the average beta of water ETFs in NAV terms against the underlying index amounts to 0.998, which indicates a very good fit between the ETF portfolios and their benchmarks. In other words, whereas this average beta is indicative of a full replication on behalf of ETFs, three out of four NAV betas are statistically different from unity. In any case, the gap between the individual beta estimates and unity is rather small (0.033 at a maximum) and, thus, we may conclude that although it is significant in statistical terms, the gap is not material from an economic perspective.
The results are in the same spirit in the case of ETFs' betas against their own benchmarks estimated in trade prices terms, with the NAV betas being only slightly different from a quantitative perspective. In particular, the average beta is equal to 1.023, whereas all the single beta coefficients are statistically different from unity. Although the departure from unity is slightly higher than in the case of the NAV betas (0.092 at a maximum), these results nevertheless still indicate a good fit between the ETF portfolio and the tracking index.
When we consider the estimations of systematic risk obtained with the S&P 500 Index and the Fama e x h i b i t 3 , and gamma 2 coefficients are presented, along with the t-statistics and the R-squares. Given that we first use the NAVs of ETFs and then their trading data, Exhibit 4 has two relevant panels. Finally, Equation (2) is successively applied using the three alternative market indexes previously described.
Results of the Capital Asset Pricing Model
Notes: This exhibit presents the results of the single-factor capital asset pricing model (CAPM). The daily excess return (return minus risk-free rate) of water ETFs is regressed on the excess market return, which is successively represented by the benchmark of ETFs, the S&P 500 Index, and the Fama and French market portfolio. The alpha coefficient reflects the excess return that can be achieved by an ETF beyond the market return and beta counts for the systematic risk of ETFs. The t-test on alpha assesses the statistical difference of estimates from zero, whereas the t-test on beta assesses the difference of coefficients from unity. Panel A displays the returns calculated in NAV terms
The results obtained from Equation (2) are quite similar to the results of the single-factor Equation (1). For instance, in the case of ETFs' NAV alphas estimated against their written benchmarks, the average alpha of the group as well as the single alpha estimates resemble the respective alphas in Exhibit 3. In the case of trade prices data, however, the picture is slightly different compared with the corresponding results in Exhibit 3. More specifically, a slightly positive average alpha of 0.009 is obtained, whereas one significantly negative and one significantly positive estimation exist that amount to -0.005 and 0.027, respectively. The positive alpha is significant only at 10%. This is a relatively weak indication that one water ETF can offer some positive excess return compared to an underlying market of reference. Such an outperformance is not verified by the use of the S&P 500 Index and the Fama and French market portfolio. In both cases, the alphas of water ETFs based either on NAV returns or trade prices terms, are basically indistinguishable from zero or, in some cases, significantly negative.
Overall, based on the three sets of alphas (either NAV or trade prices based) in Exhibit 4, the water ETFs under investigation do not deliver any material abovemarket return. Therefore, incorporating the square and cubic of the market excess return in the performance regression model does not add any explanatory power to the model, at least when the ability of water ETFs to beat the equity market is concerned.
In regards to systematic risk, the mean NAV beta estimated against the tracking benchmarks of water ETFs is equal to 0.99. The respective beta in trade data terms is 1.002. These figures indicate an absolute replication of the index synthesis on behalf of water ETFs. If we focus on the individual betas, although the majority (three out of four NAV betas and all trade prices betas) statistically differ from unity, the size of the difference is rather small, especially in the case of NAV betas.
The betas estimated against the S&P 500 Index and the Fama and French market portfolio significantly differ from the betas deriving from the regression of ETF excess return on the excess return of their published benchmarks. This pattern applies to the individual NAV and trade prices betas but not to the average terms, which are quite similar (0.993 and 1.080 in the case of the S&P 500 Index and 0.98 and 1.066 in the case of the Fama and French market index).
A last conclusion concerning the systematic risk of water ETFs is that, if we compare the results in Exhibit 4 with the results in Exhibit 3, this variable maintains stable behavior irrespective of whether we use the single-factor CAPM or the cubic CAPM to assess the performance of ETFs. This stability is ref lected in the similarity in the absolute value of estimates as well as in their statistical and economic significance.
When it comes to the inf luence of co-asymmetry and co-kurtosis of market returns on ETFs' returns assessed via the gamma 1 and gamma 2 coefficients, the results in Exhibit 4 reveal that the effects of these factors are rather insignificant. This pattern is evident if we consider the economic significance of estimates.
At first, in the case on NAV returns, the g 1 coefficient is statistically significant in some cases (in two out of four ETFs in the three successive regressions performed with the use of the alternative market indexes), but their magnitude does not exceed 1.2 bps. In addition, the statistically significant gammas 1 are either positive or negative and, thus, a unique relationship between the return of ETFs and the co-asymmetry in market returns cannot be established. The g 1 estimates based
Spring 2016 on trade prices returns do not differ from the NAV g 1 s. The g 2 s are even less significant given that their absolute value does not exceed 0.2 bps when the NAV returns are considered or 0.6 bps when the returns examined are based on the trading data of ETFs. Moreover, their statistical significance is limited.
Overall, the results of the cubic CAPM are very close to the results derived from the single-factor CAPM with respect to the level of systematic risk and whether water ETFs can beat the market. Therefore, we may conclude that the single-factor model is sufficient to explain the performance of the selected water ETFs given their e x h i b i t 4 (3). The estimates of the model are displayed in Exhibit 5. Presented in the exhibit are the alphas and betas (i.e., b 1 , b 2 , b 3 and b 4 ) along with the t-tests and the R-squares. As in Exhibits 3 and 4, two sets of results are presented: one for the NAV returns of ETFs and one for the ETF returns that are calculated with trading data. In addition, the three alternative market portfolios are used to run the model.
Results of the Cubic Capital Asset Pricing Model
Notes: This exhibit presents the results of the fourth-moment or cubic capital asset pricing model (cubic CAPM). The daily excess return (return minus risk-free rate) of water ETFs is regressed on the excess market return, the square of excess market return, and the cubic of excess market return. The market is successively represented by the benchmark of ETFs, the S&P 500 Index, and the Fama and French market portfolio. The alpha coefficient reflects the excess return that can be achieved by an ETF beyond the market return. Beta counts for the systematic risk of ETFs. The t-test on alpha and gamma assesses the statistical difference of the estimates from zero whereas the t-test on beta assesses the difference of coefficients from unity. The exhibit has two panels: Panel A displays the returns calculated in NAV terms and Panel B displays the returns calculated in trade closing
As far as the ability of water ETFs to beat the market and provide material excess returns is concerned, the results in Exhibit 5 are in line with the results offered by the first two models; that is, the water ETFs cannot produce any significant excess return as indicated by the statistically insignificant or, in some cases, the significantly negative alphas, regardless of the benchmark or whether NAV returns or trading-data-based ETF returns are assessed. Therefore, we may conclude that the augmented Fama and French model does not convey any new information about the ability of water ETFs to perform better than the equity market compared to the single-factor CAPM and the cubic CAPM examined in the previous two sections.
On the question of whether the estimates of ETFs' systematic risk are affected by the incorporation of the Fama and French size and value factors and the Carhart momentum factor into the regression model, the answer is that, in essence, this kind of risk remains unaffected. More specifically, the average NAV beta of ETFs is equal to 0.983 and thus slightly lower than the corresponding betas produced by Equations (1) and (2), which were equal to 0.998 and 0.990, respectively. The same trend is observed in the cases of betas that are based on the trading data of ETFs.
With respect to the difference of single betas from unity, the results in Exhibit 5 are similar to those in Exhibits 3 and 4. Like the previous models, three out of four betas estimated against the underlying benchmark of ETFs are different from unity in statistical terms, but the magnitude of the difference is rather immaterial in economic terms, especially in the case of NAV returns. When it comes to the betas estimated against the S&P 500 Index and the Fama and French market portfolio, their behavior is similar to the respective betas in Exhibits 3 and 4; namely, their mean term is quite close to unity, but the individual betas are notably different from unity from both a statistical and an economic point of view. This was the case for the betas against the S&P 500 Index and the Fama and French market portfolio in the previous sections as well.
The next step of our analysis concerns the relationship between the performance of water ETFs and the U.S.-size factor developed by Fama and French. The results in Exhibit 5 are indicative of such a modest relation when Equation (3) is run against the benchmark attached to water ETFs, but this relationship is very strong when the other two market indexes are assessed. In particular, in the first case, the average NAV b 2, -the loading for the average return of portfolios with a small equity class over portfolios of a big equity class-is equal to 0.063, whereas three of four single b 2 are statistically significant. In the case of trading data, the average b 2 is equal to 0.136, and all the individual b 2 s are significant. The magnitude of both the mean term and the individual b 2 coefficients are even greater when the S&P 500 Index and the Fama and French index take the place of market portfolio in Equation (3).
Overall, the results regarding the size factor show that the performance of water ETFs is not immune to the inf luence of the size factor. On the contrary, a small size effect is very evident in the return of water ETFs. This finding is not surprising given that the water ETFs under examination can be considered as small cap portfolios 6 and consequently would be expected to have a positive correlation with the Fama and French size factor.
In regard to the inf luence exerted on the return of water ETFs by the Fama and French value factor, the estimations of b 3 s, which are the coefficient loadings for the average returns of portfolios with high bookto-market equity class over those with low book-tomarket equity class, indicate such a sufficiently strong relationship. More specifically, in the first version of Equation (3) applied with the underlying benchmark of ETFs, the average NAV b 3 is equal to 0.042, and the respective average figure in trading data terms is 0.117. In addition, seven out of eight single b 3 s are positive and significant; therefore, a positive value effect is revealed to affect the return of water ETFs. Fama and French [1993] SMB factor, the Fama and French [1993] HML factor, and the Carhart [1997] When the S&P 500 Index or the Fama and French market index are used as a proxy for the market, this positive relationship between the return of ETFs and the Fama and French value factor weakens. This less-strong inf luence is verified by the average terms of b 3 s, which are very close to zero, but it is also ref lected in the fact that the statistically significant b 3 are either positive or negative.
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Results of the Augmented Fama and French Model
Notes: This exhibit presents the results of the augmented Fama and French model. The daily excess return (return minus risk-free rate) of water ETFs is regressed on the excess market return, the
Finally, when it comes to the Carhart momentum factor, the results in Exhibit 5 reveal a rather negative relation between ETF returns and the momentum variable. In the three versions of the third model, the mean b 4 -the loading of the average return of a portfolio constructed as the average of the returns on two high prior return portfolios minus the average of the returns on two low prior return portfolios-is negative. Moreover, the majority of the single b 4 s are negative and significant at the 10% level or better. There is only a positive and significant b 4 estimate, and, consequently, the negative inf luence of the momentum factor on the performance of water ETFs is well established by the results in Exhibit 5.
Cubic augmented Fama and French model. This section analyzes the results of the cubic augmented Fama and French model in Equation (4), which combines the cubic CAPM (Equation (2)) and the augmented Fama and French model (Equation (3)). The estimations of this model are reported in Exhibit 6. In particular, Exhibit 6 presents the alpha, beta, and gamma estimates (i.e., b 1 , g 1 , g 2 , b 2 , g 3 , g 4 , b 3 , and b 4 ) along with the t-tests and the R-squares. As in the previous sections, Exhibit 6 has two panels: Panel A shows the NAV returns of ETFs, and Panel B shows the ETF returns calculated with trading data. In addition, the three alternative market portfolios are used to apply Equation (4).
Regarding whether water ETFs perform better than the market, the results in Exhibit 6 do not deviate from the respective results of previous models. More specifically, on average terms, the alphas of ETFs are all negative but not much different from zero from an economic perspective given that the majority are either statistically insignificant or significantly negative, but with an absolute value approaching zero.
Only one ETF presents a slightly positive and significant alpha: the First Trust ISE Water Index Fund-FIW, whose alpha estimated in trade data terms against its own benchmark, namely the ISE Water Index, amounts to 0.024 and is significant at the 10% level.
We recall that when we examined the results of the cubic CAPM (Equation (2)), FIW also had a corresponding alpha that was equal to 0.027 and significant at 10%. Given the low statistical significance of these alphas, we may conclude that these estimates are a weak indication that at least one water ETF can offer some alpha.
When it comes to systematic risk, the b 1 s of this model behave similar to the respective betas in the previous performance regression models. The average NAV beta estimated against the benchmark of ETFs is equal to 0.975, and the corresponding beta in closing trade data terms is 0.963. These figures do not differ significantly from the average NAV and trade data based betas estimated against the written benchmarks of ETFs in the previous models, particularly in the augmented fourfactor Fama and French model. Moreover, the value of betas that statistically differ from unity is rather small (5.1 bps at a maximum).
The systematic risk estimations obtained when we run this model with the S&P 500 Index or the Fama and French market portfolio do not deviate much from the corresponding estimates derived from previous models. This means that although on average terms betas are satisfactorily close to unity, the majority of individual beta 1 s are significantly and economically different from unity.
Furthermore, the relationship of ETF returns with the square and cubic of market returns assessed via this model resembles the respective relationship in model shown in Equation (2). This means that, overall, the inf luence of the third and the fourth moments of market returns on ETF performance is rather immaterial. This observation is verified by the very small absolute value of g 1 and g 2 estimates no matter which data set is concerned or which market benchmark is regressed against, as well as the fact that the statistically significant g 1 s and g 2 s are either positive or negative but still very low in terms of absolute value.
The next factor in the cubic augmented Fama and French model is the Fama and French size factor for which Exhibit 4 reports a clear positive relationship with the returns of water ETFs. In particular, on average terms, both the NAV and the trade data based b 2 s are positive irrespective of the benchmark used. In addition, all the individual b 2 s are positive, with the majority being highly statistically significant. Moreover, the positive relationship between the size factor and ETF performance is quite intense when the S&P 500 Index and the Fama and French market portfolio A previously unexamined effect in the previous models is the inf luence exerted on ETF returns by the square and cubic of the size factor. In this respect, the results in Exhibit 6 are mixed. More specifically, the average NAV g 3 estimated against the benchmark of ETFs is slightly negative-being equal to -0.006-although only one significantly positive and one significantly negative NAV g 3 estimate exist. Although this is also the case for g 3 s estimated in trade data terms, the average g 3 is now positive. When the rest of the two market indexes are assessed, the significance of g 3 s is very poor. Based on these results, we cannot assert that the square of the size factor is a variable that can be priced in the assessment of water ETF performances.
The same conclusion can more or less be drawn regarding the relationship of ETF performance and the size factor's cubic regardless of the dataset taken into account or the index standing as a proxy for the market return. In particular, the average g 4 coefficient is essentially equal to zero (1.4 bps at a maximum). Furthermore, even though many single g 4 s are statistically significant at the 10% level or higher, these significant g 4 s are not of one sign (i.e., they can be either negative or positive). Based on these results, we cannot reach a solid e x h i b i t 6 (continued)
Results of the Cubic Augmented Fama and French Model
Notes: This exhibit presents the results of the cubic augmented Fama and French model. The daily excess return (return minus risk-free rate) of water ETFs is regressed on the excess market return, the square of excess market return, the cubic of excess market return, the Fama and French [1993] SMB factor, the square of the Fama and French SMB factor, the cubic of the Fama and French SMB factor, the Fama and French [1993] HML factor, and the Carhart [1997] inference about the possible impact of the size factor's cubic on the ETF returns.
When it comes to the relation between the return of water ETFs and the Fama and French value factor, the estimations of b 3 s in Exhibit 6 are very similar to the respective betas in Exhibit 5. More specifically, the average b 3 is in any case positive but more strongly positive when the benchmark of ETFs is considered compared with the results obtained when the S&P 500 Index and the Fama and French market portfolio are used in the cubic augmented Fama and French model. In addition, the use of trading-data-based returns derives stronger results than the use of NAV returns, especially when the analysis is performed with the use of ETFs' own benchmark. This finding indicates a strong correlation between ETFs' trading prices and the value market index. On the other hand, the NAV of ETFs is clearly less affected by this factor. Finally, the majority of single b 3 s are significantly positive (i.e., 11 estimates) even though there are four significantly negative estimates. Overall, it seems that the Fama and French value factor is a valuable contribution that can be priced when trying to evaluate the return of water ETFs and the forces that can affect it.
Finally, with respect to Carhart's momentum, the results in Exhibit 6 confirm the rather negative relationship between ETF returns and momentum factor revealed in the previous section. In all versions of this model, the average b 4 estimate is negative, whereas the majority of the single b 4 s are negative and significant at a 10% level or higher. In addition, the absolute value of the single b 4 s is very close to the respective values in Exhibit 5. Moreover, only two positive and significant b 4 s exist. Based on these results, the existence of a negative correlation between the momentum factor and the performance of water ETFs demonstrated in the previous section is reconfirmed by the extended version of the augmented Fama and French model to which the third and the fourth moments of market returns and the size factor have been added. Six-factor model. The results of the last model used to evaluate the performance of water ETFs are presented in this section. In particular, Exhibit 7 displays the estimates of the six-factor model in Equation (5), which is based on the augmented Fama and French model to which the intraday volatility of ETFs and their one-day lagged return have been added. The exhibit reports the alpha and betas (i.e., b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 , b 5 , and b 6 ) along with the t-tests on the estimates' significance and the R-squares that assess the power of the applied model to explain the factors that affect the return of ETFs.
e x h i b i t 7
Results of the Six-Factor Model (continued) sprIng 2016 e x h i b i t 7 (continued) Fama and French [1993] SMB factor, the Fama and French [1993] HML factor, the Carhart [1997] Exhibit 7 has two panels: one for the NAV ETF returns and one for the ETF returns calculated with trade data. The first issue examined is whether ETFs can offer higher returns than the market. According to the alpha coefficients in Exhibit 7, water ETFs cannot. In particular, the average alphas are basically positive regardless of the benchmark used or whether returns are calculated with the NAVs of ETFs or their closing trade prices. Only one average alpha is negative. At first glance, these results are somehow different from the respective alphas in the four performance models analyzed thus far. Nevertheless, although the group alphas are very close to zero (4.4 bps at a maximum), when we focus on the individual alphas we see that they are actually statistically insignificant. From the 24 alphas presented in Exhibit 7 (4 ETFs × 2 return datasets × 3 alternative benchmarks = 24 alphas) only one positive estimate is statistically significant at 10% and only two significantly negative alphas exist. None of the other alphas are different from zero, which indicates that the water ETFs cannot ultimately achieve any material excess return relative to their benchmarks, but they do perform in line with them. Thus, it appears that the results of this model concerning the ability of ETFs to beat the market indexes do not deviate from those of the previous models.
Results of the Six-Factor Model
Notes: This exhibit presents the results of the six-factor model. The daily excess return (return minus risk-free rate) of water ETFs is regressed on the excess market return, the
As far as systematic risk is concerned, the results of the model are generally in line with the estimates of systematic risk derived from the previous models. In particular, the average betas are very close to unity, especially when the model is applied with the ETF benchmarks rather than the S&P 500 Index or the Fama and French index. Although there are several single betas that statistically differ from unity and thus ref lect a departure from the full replication techniques on behalf of ETFs, in many cases the magnitude of departure is economically insignificant. This pattern is more evident in the case of betas estimated against the benchmark of ETFs and less evident in the case of betas estimated against the S&P 500 Index or the Fama and French index. This was also the case in the previous models and, consequently, we may conclude that the six-factor extension of the augmented Fama and French model does not convey any new information about systematic risk attached to investing in water ETFs and the replication strategies of these funds compared to the previous models.
This model also does not convey any new information about the relationship between the return of ETFs and the size index developed by Fama and French. Similar to the third and fourth models, this model reveals a very strong positive inf luence on ETF performance exerted by the size factor. This strong and positive impact is ref lected in the positive average b 2 estimates of the model as well as in the positive single b 2 s, the majority of which are very significant both from a statistical and an economic perspective. Furthermore, this model reconfirms the positive relationship between the ETF returns and the Fama and French value factor accentuated by the augmented and cubic augmented Fama and French models. In all cases, the average b 3 is positive, which is indicative of a stronger inf luence on ETF return when the benchmark of ETFs is used in the model. When the S&P 500 Index or the Fama and French index is used, the positive impact of the value factor on ETF returns weakens. The latter pattern is verified by the fact that, when applied to the S&P 500 Index and the Fama and French market index, significant b 3 s exist that are either negative or positive.
When it comes to the momentum factor, the negative impact on ETF returns that was apparent in the previous sections is verified once again. In scenarios in which the NAVs or trade data are used, when the ETF benchmarks are assessed, or when the S&P 500 Index and the Fama and French market index is measured, all of the mean b 4 s are negative. Additionally, whereas the majority of b 4 s are negative and significant at 10% or better, there are only two positive significant b 4 estimates.
We now focus on the last two variables that have not yet been examined in any model-ETFs' intraday volatility and their lagged returns. With respect to the former, the results in Exhibit 7 indicate a very weak negative impact on ETF returns. We make this observation because although both the means of b 5 s as well as the majority of the respective individual estimates are negative, we consider it a weak impact because the absolute values stand very close to zero despite many of them being statistically significant. Nevertheless, even though this negative relationship between ETF returns and their intraday volatility is weak, as revealed by this model, it is in line with our expectations as set in the relevant methodology section.
Finally, on the impact of one-day-lagged ETF returns on concurrent returns, the results in Exhibit 7 are mixed. We make this observation because the relation between the current and the lagged ETF returns sprIng 2016 is clearly negative when their underlying benchmark is incorporated in this model, thus signaling a mean-reverting trend in ETF returns; however, when the benchmark of ETFs is replaced with the S&P 500 Index or the Fama and French market index, this relationship becomes positive, thus indicating a pattern of persistence in the returns of water ETFs on a two-day basis. With respect to the statistical significance of estimates, Exhibit 7 shows that 14 out of 24 single b 6 s are significant at 5% or better. Based on our results, we can claim that a meaningful inf luence is exerted by the lagged returns of ETFs on their concurrent returns; the sign and the magnitude of this impact is not unique, but it is subject to the market benchmark used.
Risk-Adjusted Returns
After performing a comprehensive analysis of ETF returns in the previous section, seeking to verify whether ETF returns can beat the market and, consequently, be a profitable choice for the average equity investor, we now turn our attention to evaluating ETF performance versus market performance. We conduct this evaluation of ETF risk-adjusted returns and market indexes using Sharpe and Treynor ratios. The relevant figures are presented in Exhibit 8.
In the case of the Sharpe ratio, we compare the ETFs with the indexes and show two Sharpe ratios for each ETF (one for the NAV returns and one for the trade data based ETF returns) and one ratio for each market index considered in our analysis. Given that we use three market benchmarks and estimate the beta risk via five alternative models, we compute 15 NAV and 15 trade data based Treynor ratios for each ETF. However, we compute only one ratio for each index given that the beta of each index is, by definition, equal to unity and thus would not change if the regression model used in performance evaluation were altered.
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Results of Risk-Adjusted Returns (continued) First, the mean Sharpe ratio of the ETFs is lower than that of the indexes when assessing both the NAV Sharpe ratios and the trade data based ratios. With respect to the single ETFs, the Sharpe ratios of the First Trust ISE Water Index Fund-FIW are higher than the respective ratios of the S&P 500 Index, but are essentially equal to the Sharpe ratios of the benchmark and the Fama and French market portfolio. The three remaining ETFs, however, present clearly lower Sharpe ratios than the indexes.
The main inference reached through this analysis is that, on average, water ETFs cannot produce better risk-adjusted returns than the indexes despite some evidence of one ETF outperforming a particular market index. We are reminded that some weak evidence of outperformance for the same ETF was revealed in two of the five performance models used in the previous sections.
The calculations of Treynor ratios in Exhibit 8 are in line with the Sharpe ratios. In all of the cases and regardless of the dataset-the regression model or the market used-the mean Treynor ratio of ETFs is lower than the corresponding mean of the indexes. This indicates that essentially, ETFs cannot offer better riskadjusted returns than the indexes. The First Trust ISE Water Index Fund-FIW, however, is found to consistently outperform the S&P 500 Index regardless of the dataset, model, and market portfolio used. Overall, the analysis of Treynor ratios leads to the same conclusions as the Sharpe ratio analysis; that is, on average terms, e x h i b i t 8 (continued) although water ETFs do not beat the market, one is shown to weakly beat that trend.
Results of Risk-Adjusted Returns
CONCLUSION
A growing trend in the investing universe is the so-called SRIs, which are investments in companies that are highly concerned with their impact on society and the environment, as well as the ethical aspects of their business activity. The investors who choose to allocate their assets in SRIs take into account the social, environmental, and ethical features of their investments rather than exclusively focusing on the risk-return trade-off of their choices.
In this article, we focused on a very specialized niche of the SRI universe, water ETFs, which made their first appearance in December 2005. Currently only four water ETFs are listed on the NYSE, and we have examined all of them in this article. The core issue here is the ability of such funds to perform better than the equity market and thus be a profitable choice for the average equity investor. In other words, we ask the question of whether there is a premium to be paid in terms of waived performance in order for an investor to be socially responsible. Other issues examined included the systematic risk of water ETFs and the factors that may be priced in the evaluation of ETF performance.
These issues were examined via a range of singleand multi-factor models; in addition, risk-adjusted returns were calculated. Two datasets were used to calculate the returns of ETFs: the NAVs of ETFs and their closing trade prices. Finally, the performance of ETFs was assessed against the return of the benchmark written to them as well as the S&P 500 Index and the Fama and French market portfolio.
The results obtained are comprehensive. First, all performance evaluation models and the risk-adjusted returns demonstrate that the average water ETF is not capable of delivering any material excess return against the three alternative market indexes used in this study. On the contrary, in many cases the alphas of ETFs are not only significantly negative but also considerably lower, in absolute terms, than the average fee charged by the funds. Only weak evidence that one ETF can offer some above market return was found in two of our five models. This finding is also verified by the risk-adjusted return calculations.
Overall, the analysis of alphas shows that water ETFs do not outperform the benchmarks. Given that the negative alphas do not exceed the average expense charges, however, we may conclude that the performance of water ETFs is overall normal and can be considered satisfactory by a socially responsible investor who seeks competitive rather than above-average returns. Therefore, water ETFs could be a useful investment tool for diversification purposes with a satisfactory performance compared to market returns.
When it comes to the systematic risk of ETFs, all models reveal a very good fit between ETFs and their own benchmarks. In this respect, all relevant mean and single betas are close to unity, thus verifying an efficient replication strategy applied by the ETFs. Although replacing the market index in performance models with the S&P 500 Index or the Fama and French market portfolio gives average betas that are still very close to unity, the betas of the single ETFs are either significantly higher or significantly lower than unity both from a statistical and an economic point of view.
Finally, when it comes to the factors than can further inf luence the performance of ETFs along with market returns, the analysis reveals that the Fama and French size and value factors, Carhart's momentum factor, ETFs' intraday volatility, and the lagged ETF returns can all be very decisive contributing components in the determination of ETF returns.
All the models accentuate a strong size effect in the performance of ETFs, particularly when the S&P 500 Index or the Fama and French market index are concerned. A strong positive relationship between ETF returns and the value factor is also revealed. Furthermore, the momentum factor is negatively related to ETF returns. Although the same pattern applies to lagged ETF returns, this relationship is weaker compared to the negative correlation between ETF returns and the momentum factor. Finally, the lagged return has no unique impact on ETFs' concurrent returns. More specifically, when the relevant performance evaluation model includes the ETF benchmarks, the impact of lagged ETF returns on current returns is clearly negative and quite significant in statistical terms, thus signaling a mean-reverting trend in ETF returns. On the contrary, when the S&P 500 Index or the Fama and French market index is used in the model, this relationship becomes positive, thus indicating a pattern of persistence in the returns of water ETFs on a two-day basis. Based on these findings, an assertion can be made that although the lagged ETF returns exert a material impact
